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ABSTRACT

The authors report a hypothesis for the dynamical mechanisms responsible for the strengthening of the

Southern Hemisphere circumpolar winds from the lower stratosphere to the surface due to the ozone hole. A

general circulation model forced by stratospheric ozone depletion representative of the ozone hole period

successfully reproduced these observed changes. Investigation of the dynamical characteristics of the model

therefore provides some insight into the actual mechanisms. From this the authors suggest the following: 1)

An initial (radiative) strengthening of the lower-stratospheric winds as a result of ozone depletion conditions

the polar vortex so that fewer planetary waves propagate up from the troposphere, resulting in weaker

planetary wave driving. 2) This causes further strengthening of the vortex, which results in an additional

reduction in upward-propagating planetary waves and initiates a positive feedback mechanism in which the

weaker wave driving and the associated strengthened winds are drawn downward to the tropopause. 3) In the

troposphere the midlatitude jet shifts poleward in association with increases in the synoptic wave fluxes of

heat and momentum, which are the result of a positive feedback mechanism consisting of two components: 4)

increases in low-level baroclinicity, and the subsequent generation of baroclinic activity (associated with

a poleward heat flux), are collocated with the jet latitudinal position, and 5) strengthening anticyclonic shear

increases the refraction of wave activity equatorward (associated with a poleward momentum flux). Finally, 6)

confinement of planetary waves in the high-latitude troposphere is an important step to couple the strato-

spheric changes to the tropospheric response.

1. Introduction

Observations (e.g., Thompson and Solomon 2002,

2005; Thompson et al. 2011) and numerical models (e.g.,

Gillett and Thompson 2003; Shindell and Schmidt 2004;

Arblaster and Meehl 2006; Perlwitz et al. 2008; Son et al.

2009, 2010; Polvani et al. 2011a) suggest that Antarctic

stratospheric ozone depletion not only impacts the
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circulation of the stratosphere but also has an influence

extending into the troposphere. Anomalies in the strength

of the Southern Hemisphere (SH) stratospheric polar

vortex peak during late spring, preceding similarly signed

anomalies in the tropospheric circulation during summer.

The stratospheric changes are broadly consistent

with the direct radiative impact of the formation of the

Antarctic ozone hole, where about half of the total

column ozone is depleted each spring (Solomon et al.

2005). Ozone absorbs incoming solar radiation and

hence ozone depletion leads to a cooling of the polar

stratosphere (e.g., Randel and Wu 1999). To maintain

thermal wind balance, the resulting increasing meridi-

onal temperature gradient must be accompanied by

changes in the vertical shear of the zonal wind, leading

to a strengthening of the stratospheric polar vortex.

In the troposphere the anomalous circulation is

characterized by low geopotential heights over Antarc-

tica accompanied by higher geopotential heights over

SH midlatitudes. This pattern of change is reflected in a

trend toward a more positive phase of the southern an-

nular mode (SAM) index (e.g., Thompson and Solomon

2002; Marshall 2003; Fogt et al. 2009), which is the

dominant mode of variability of the SH extratropical

circulation and describes the north–south shift of the

midlatitude zonal jet about its climatological state be-

tween high (508–608S) and low (308–408S) latitudes (e.g.,

Karoly 1990; Hartmann and Lo 1998; Thompson and

Wallace 2000). During the positive SAM phase the

midlatitude jet is displaced poleward to high latitudes.

Consequently, over high latitudes there has been a

marked strengthening of the prevailing eastward surface

winds that encircle Antarctica, as well as concomitant

weakening of surface winds at SH midlatitudes. The

anomalous zonal winds associated with such vacillations

have a barotropic (i.e., constant with height), nearly zon-

ally symmetric, vertical structure. These trends have had a

significant impact on the regional climate of the SH

[Thompson et al. (2011) and references therein].

The SAM is an internal or natural mode of unforced

variability; that is, it is driven by dynamical pro-

cesses internal to the atmosphere (e.g., Robinson 1991;

Limpasuvan and Hartmann 1999, 2000). The persistent

zonal flow anomalies associated with such annular var-

iability result from a positive feedback between zonal

mean wind anomalies and high-frequency eddies (pe-

riod less than 10 days) associated with synoptic-scale

baroclinically unstable disturbances (e.g., Karoly 1990;

Robinson 1991; Yu and Hartmann 1993; Feldstein and

Lee 1998; Hartmann and Lo 1998; Limpasuvan and

Hartmann 1999, 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann 2001).

These disturbances are associated with eddy fluxes of

heat in the lower troposphere and momentum in the

upper troposphere, and draw their energy from the

available potential energy associated with large horizontal

temperature gradients (i.e., baroclinic instability). The

time mean of these eddies defines the so-called storm

tracks, which are collocated with the latitude of the

midlatitude jet.

During the positive SAM phase the proposed positive

feedback between the eddies and the low-frequency

flow is as follows: the strength of the lower-level winds of

eastward barotropic anomalies in zonal wind structure is

reduced by drag, resulting in eastward shear with height

that must be accompanied by an increased horizontal

temperature gradient (i.e., anomalous low-level baro-

clinicity coincides with the latitude of the anomalous

midlatitude jet). Baroclinic eddies are generated more

vigorously in such a region, equated with anomalously

strong poleward eddy heat fluxes in the lower troposphere.

This eddy activity tends to be refracted equatorward,

consistent with the behavior of LC1 or ‘‘anticyclonic’’

baroclinic life cycles (Thorncroft et al. 1993), causing a

poleward momentum flux convergence that acts to ac-

celerate the zonal wind on the jet’s poleward side (as

well as decelerating the zonal wind on the jet’s equa-

torward side). This reinforces the barotropic anomaly in

zonal wind structure and the associated anticyclonic

shear, and thus strengthens the eastward shear and the

accompanying baroclinic generation of eddy activity

(e.g., Robinson 1996, 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann 2001;

Barnes and Hartmann 2010) and its subsequent re-

fraction equatorward (Simpson et al. 2009, 2012), which

together enable the jet to maintain its anomalous pole-

ward displacement. Robinson (1996) showed that the

persistence of the eddy fluxes significantly decreased if

the horizontally sheared barotropic component of the

flow was suppressed, suggesting that organization of the

eddies by this component is also important. In addition,

many studies argue that active feedback between the

baroclinic eddy life cycle and barotropic shear results in

the eddies acting to enhance the initial zonal flow anom-

alies (e.g., Yu and Hartmann 1993; Hartmann 1995;

Hartmann and Lo 1998).

There is a clear lag between the tropospheric circu-

lation response to Antarctic ozone depletion and the

stratospheric circulation response. The vertical structure

of circulation anomalies through late spring and early

summer shows downward propagation of the anoma-

lously strong stratospheric vortex to the tropopause over

the course of some weeks, and thereafter a rapid descent

through the troposphere over the course of a few days,

with the troposphere anomalies persisting (Thompson

and Solomon 2002, 2005; Gillett and Thompson 2003;

Arblaster and Meehl 2006; Perlwitz et al. 2008; Thompson

et al. 2011). There are many other studies that also show
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that variations in the SH stratospheric flow propagate

downward and affect the troposphere, implying a di-

rect effect of anomalies in the stratospheric circulation

on the troposphere (e.g., Kuroda and Kodera 1998;

Polvani and Kushner 2002; Graversen and Christiansen

2003; Thompson et al. 2005). Realistic simulation and

understanding of these changes is important. Yet despite

these studies, the mechanisms by which the stratospheric

ozone hole influences the SH climate remain unclear

(e.g., Hartmann et al. 2000; Gillett and Thompson 2003;

Son et al. 2008; McLandress et al. 2010; Thompson et al.

2011).

The downward propagation of zonal mean zonal wind

anomalies in the stratosphere are closely associated with

anomalies in stratospheric wave drag caused by the ver-

tical extent of the propagation of planetary-scale waves

(e.g., Kuroda and Kodera 1999; Baldwin and Dunkerton

2001; Christiansen 2001), which is determined by the

strength and structure of the stratospheric vortex, with a

strong vortex associated with weak upward wave prop-

agation (Kushner and Polvani 2004; Polvani and Waugh

2004). This depends on the fact that the upward propa-

gation of planetary waves from the troposphere to the

stratosphere is sensitive to the vertical shear of the zonal

wind as well as the vertical gradient of temperature near

the tropopause (Chen and Robinson 1992). This can ini-

tiate a positive feedback in which an anomalously strong

vortex and associated increased vertical shear results in

waves penetrating to successively lower altitudes, so that

wind and wave driving anomalies are together drawn

downward toward the tropopause (Kuroda and Kodera

1999; Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Christiansen 2001).

As the annular modes are fundamentally a result of

internal dynamical feedback, they may respond signifi-

cantly to rather modest external forcing. Previous studies

have emphasized the influence of stratospheric forcing

on the synoptic-scale wave fluxes of heat and momen-

tum which drive the tropospheric annular modes and the

requirement for eddy–zonal flow feedbacks. For exam-

ple, increasing the horizontal temperature gradient in

the lower stratosphere (i.e., increasing the shear and

strengthening the vortex) changes these fluxes in such a

way as to drive the midlatitude jet poleward to high lat-

itudes (e.g., Hartmann et al. 2000; Kushner and Polvani

2004; Song and Robinson 2004; Haigh et al. 2005;

Wittman et al. 2007; Simpson et al. 2009). Hartmann et al.

(2000) and Thompson et al. (2011) suggest that this could

potentially be the method by which the effects of strato-

spheric ozone depletion influence the SH tropospheric

circulation.

SH tropospheric winds, and the climate in regions that

they influence, can be expected to change in the first half

of the twenty-first century as the Antarctic ozone hole

gradually disappears with the continued implementation

of the Montreal Protocol. Chemistry–climate models

(CCMs), which have a fully interactive stratospheric

chemistry, predict that this increase in spring stratospheric

ozone will result in an equatorward displacement of the

midlatitude jet during summer (e.g., Perlwitz et al. 2008;

Son et al. 2008), although this impact will be opposed by

continued increase of greenhouse gases (e.g., Shindell

and Schmidt 2004; Polvani et al. 2011b). A further

consequence of the marked strengthening of the lower-

stratospheric polar vortex in recent decades has been an

increasing delay in the breakup of the vortex, with the

transition from eastward winds characteristic of winter

to westward winds characteristic of summer occurring

20–30 days later in the 1990s than in the 1960s (Haigh

and Roscoe 2009). However, in the majority of CCM

simulations this transition is even more delayed (i.e.,

later than observed breakup) (e.g., Eyring et al. 2006).

Improved simulation and understanding of these changes

would also be aided by clarifying the mechanisms by

which the ozone hole influences the SH climate.

The purpose of this paper is to use a transformed

Eulerian mean (TEM) momentum budget analysis to

investigate the hypothesis that stratospheric ozone de-

pletion influences the circulation of the stratosphere and

the troposphere as a result of changes to wave propa-

gation that are supported by strong dynamical feedbacks

(as reviewed above). Here, we realistically model the

response to this perturbation by forcing a state-of-the-

art atmospheric model with prescribed stratospheric

ozone depletion. Through investigation of the dynam-

ical characteristics of the model, we suggest that a feed-

back mechanism causing fewer planetary waves to

propagate up from the troposphere into the strato-

sphere, resulting in a decrease in the wave-driven de-

celeration of the polar vortex, is important in driving the

downward propagation in the lower stratosphere. We

further suggest that increases in the synoptic-scale wave

fluxes of heat and momentum that drive the annular

modes are important in driving the tropospheric re-

sponse. Furthermore, our results suggest that planetary

wave deceleration in the high-latitude upper tropo-

sphere is an important step in coupling the stratospheric

changes to the tropospheric response. We demonstrate

that the zonal wind forcing induced by such processes is

in good quantitative agreement with the actual zonal

wind tendency. It is stressed that this is not proof of a

causal mechanism, but the results are consistent with our

hypothesis, which allows us to make a suggestive state-

ment of the importance of these mechanisms. The model,

data, and method of analysis are discussed in section 2.

Section 3 presents the results. The paper finishes with a

summary and discussion in section 4.
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2. Model, data, and method of analysis

a. Model

The model used is the atmosphere-only component

of the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model

version 3 (HadGEM3-A) (Martin et al. 2006). The

horizontal resolution is 1.258 3 1.8758, with 85 vertical

levels, from the surface up to around 85 km, giving the

high resolution in the stratosphere required to cap-

ture downward propagation of circulation anomalies

(Karpechko et al. 2008). A control simulation forced

by a seasonally varying distribution of ozone represen-

tative of the preozone hole period (i.e., preindustrial),

and a perturbed simulation forced by a seasonally

varying distribution of ozone representative of the

ozone hole period (i.e., averaged over the period 1990–

2000), were run for 24 yr following 6 yr of model

spinup period. Both simulations were forced at the

surface by the same seasonally varying, climatological

sea surface temperatures and sea ice conditions gen-

erated by averaging Atmospheric Model Intercom-

parison Project version 2 (AMIP2) data over the

period 1979–2006, which are time interpolated by the

model to obtain the daily values. The ozone climatol-

ogies were obtained from the Atmospheric Chemistry

and Climate (AC&C) Stratospheric Processes and Their

Role in Climate (SPARC) ozone database, which was

created in support of the World Climate Research

Programme’s (WRCP’s) Coupled Model Intercom-

parison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) (Cionni et al. 2011).

Figure 1 displays the difference between the ozone

hole and preozone hole climatologies at 708S. The

Antarctic ozone hole can be seen clearly in the lower

stratosphere during the SH spring, with the maximum

difference in ozone reaching 70% in October at an

altitude of about 100 hPa. The response of the model

to this prescribed stratospheric ozone loss is evaluated

by examining the 24-yr averaged differences between

the two simulations. Results are presented as four

15-day averages starting on 2 November (i.e., late spring)

and finishing on 1 January (i.e., early summer). The

total 60-day period encompasses the onset (2–16 No-

vember), growth (17 November–1 December), decline

(2–16 December), and decay (17 December–1 January)

of the lower-stratospheric circulation response described

above (Limpasuvan et al. 2004). (Note that the model

uses a 360-day calendar year, with each year encom-

passing 12 months of 30 days each.) The temperature

and wind fields were archived every 6 h at 18 vertical

pressure levels: 1000, 950, 925, 850, 700, 600, 500, 400,

300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30, 20, and 10 hPa. All

15-day averages were computed from the 6-hourly

data.

b. Data

The 40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40)

data cover the period from mid-1957 to mid-2002 (Uppala

et al. 2005). Only data from 1979 to 2001 are employed in

this study, which are representative of the actual impact of

ozone depletion as the size of the ozone hole increased

steadily during this period (Huck et al. 2007). Six-hourly

fields of temperature and winds were retrieved at a reso-

lution of 28 3 28 at 17 vertical pressure levels: 1000, 925,

850, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 70, 50, 30,

20, and 10 hPa.

c. The transformed Eulerian mean equation

The mechanism of wave forcing on the zonally averaged

zonal wind can be examined using the ageostrophic form of

the TEM equation, defined in Dunkerton et al. (1981), as

›u

›t
5

"
f 2

(u cosf)
f

a cosf

#
y* 2 uzw*1

1

r0a cosf
$ �F 1G,

(1)

where u is the zonal wind component, t is time, f is the

Coriolis parameter, a is the radius of the earth, f is

latitude, z is height, r0 is the background density, and G

is the unresolved forcing. The Eliassen–Palm (EP) wave

flux is given as F 5 (F
(f)

, F
(z)

), with F
(f)

5 r
0
a cosf

[u
z
(y9u9/uz) 2 u9y9] and F

(z)
5 r

0
a cosf(ff 2 [(u cosf)

f
/

a cosf]g(y9u9/uz) 2 w9u9), and its divergence is given as

$ � F 5 (a cosf)21
›(cosfF(f))/›f 1 ›F(z)/›z, where y is

FIG. 1. Time–height cross section of the difference in prescribed

ozone between the ozone hole and preozone hole climatologies at

708S. Contour interval is 10%. Tick marks on the ordinate axis

denote the middle of the respective month.
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the meridional wind component, w is the vertical wind

component, u is the potential temperature, y9u9 is the

horizontal eddy heat flux, and u9y9 is the horizontal

eddy momentum flux. The residual meridional circu-

lation (y*, w*) is given by y* 5 y 2 r21
0 ›[r0(y9u9/uz)]/›z

and w* 5 w 1 (a cosf)21
›[cosf(y9u9/uz)]/›f. Overbars

denote zonal means and primes denote deviations

from the zonal mean. Subscripts denote the quantity

with respect to which the partial derivative is taken.

The EP flux F roughly approximates the direction of

wave energy propagation. A decelerating force is ex-

erted on u wherever F converges, as identified by the

second term on the right-hand side (rhs) of (1), often

referred to as wave driving of the zonal mean flow

(Edmon et al. 1980; Dunkerton et al. 1981). For exam-

ple, planetary waves typically break in the stratosphere

during wintertime (McIntyre and Palmer 1983), with the

resulting convergence of F causing a deceleration of the

eastward polar vortex. This deceleration of the mean

zonal flow in the stratosphere is largely counteracted

by a mean meridional circulation (MMC), referred to as

the Brewer–Dobson circulation, in which air rises in the

tropics and then moves poleward and downward (Fig. 2

of Plumb 2002). Using the TEM approach, this circula-

tion is approximated by (y*, w*). The first term on the

rhs of (1) represents the MMC driving; it is dominated

by the term f y*, such that the poleward branch of the

circulation induces a eastward force (i.e., the MMC

driving opposes the wave driving). Conversely, the re-

turning equatorward branch of the MMC induces a

westward force at lower altitudes. The sum of the wave

driving and MMC driving gives the total zonal flow ac-

celeration (i.e., the net driving) that would be produced

in the absence of unresolved smaller-scale forcing. The

left-hand side of (1) is the acceleration of the zonal wind

(i.e., the zonal wind tendency ›u/›t). Equation (1) is

additionally weighted by surface area, using the cosine

of the latitude.

d. Maximum Eady growth rate

A common measure of baroclinicity is the maximum

Eady growth rate given by

sE 5 (21) 3 0:31
g

NT

›T

›y
, (2)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, N is the

buoyancy frequency, T is temperature, and y is the

meridional direction (Hoskins and Valdes 1990; Yin

2005). We have omitted the (21) term to give positive

values in the SH midlatitudes. This parameter is estimated

for a mass-weighted average of the troposphere (850–

300 hPa), with levels in the boundary layer omitted

(below 850 hPa) (Hoskins and Valdes 1990). Similar re-

sults were obtained with s
E

computed just above the

boundary layer (at 700 hPa).

e. Refractive index

We will account for the differences in wave propaga-

tion by computing the square of the quasigeostrophic

refractive index, defined as (Chen and Robinson 1992)

n2
s 5

q
f

a(u 2 c)
2

s

a cosf

� �
2

2
f

2NH

� �2

, (3)

where

q
f

5
2V

a
cosf 2

1

a2

"
(u cosf)

f

cosf

#
f

2
f 2

r0

r0

uz

N2

� �
z

(4)

is the meridional gradient of potential vorticity, c is the

wave zonal phase speed, s is the zonal wavenumber, H is

the scale height of the atmosphere, and V is the angular

velocity of the earth. Linear wave theory predicts that

wave activity or EP flux trajectories can propagate in

regions of positive n2
s but not in regions where n2

s is

negative, and will tend to follow the gradient of n2
s to-

ward regions of refraction maximum. Here, this index is

used to understand differences in the propagation of

planetary waves in the lower stratosphere and synoptic-

scale waves in the upper troposphere. It is noted that

the assumption of linearity is probably violated for

planetary waves (i.e., that the waves are of small am-

plitude and slowly varying in time). However, even

when these conditions do not strictly apply the refractive

index has still been shown to be a useful qualitative

measure of wave propagation (e.g., Randel 1988; Chen

and Robinson 1992; Limpasuvan and Hartmann 2000;

Simpson et al. 2009).

f. Statistical significance

For statistical significance testing of the differences

between the two 24-yr model runs, p values are shown

based on a one-sided Student’s t test. We assume 24 de-

grees of freedom. This is a valid assumption since the at-

mosphere-only runs were forced with annually repeating

boundary conditions and would therefore not be expected

to show any significant memory from year to year. Con-

sistent with this, we found no clear pattern of year-to-year

correlations in November–December zonal wind (not

shown). The p values of contoured values are shown in our

figures by shading, with light (dark) shading denoting re-

gions where p # 0.1 (#0.05). The p values of vectors

shown in our figures are indicated by thick (thin) vectors

denoting p # 0.05 (.0.05).
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3. Results

Figure 2 shows that the life cycle of the zonal wind and

temperature model differences shown in the first and

second columns displays a strong qualitative similarity

to the ERA-40 23-yr linear trends (1979–2001) shown in

the third and fourth columns. During the onset stage

colder temperatures and stronger eastward winds ap-

pear at high latitudes above 200 hPa (i.e., a strength-

ening of the polar vortex). During the growth stage the

colder temperatures and eastward winds strengthen

and descend down to the tropopause (which has

a height of about 300 hPa at high latitudes). During the

decline stage the changes in the stratospheric flow

propagate downward into the troposphere, although

the strengthening of the tropospheric winds is signifi-

cantly narrower. Also apparent during this stage is

a weakening of the colder temperatures and strength-

ened eastward winds in the lower stratosphere. The

ERA-40 trends show the downward descent reaching

the surface, forming part of a dipole pattern in the tro-

posphere with eastward winds at around 608S and

westward winds at around 408S. The westward winds

coincide with the climatological maximum, suggesting

that a poleward shift of the tropospheric midlatitude jet

has occurred, consistent with the SAM positive phase.

FIG. 2. Latitude–height cross sections of (first and second columns) the simulated and (third and fourth columns) the observed changes of

zonal mean temperature and zonal wind for (first row) onset (2–16 Nov), (second row) growth (17 Nov–1 Dec), (third row) decline (2–16 Dec)

and (fourth row) decay (17 Dec–1 Jan) stages. Simulated changes are the 24-yr averaged differences between the ozone hole and

preozone hole model runs. Observed changes are ERA-40 23-yr linear trends (1979–2001). The contour intervals for the simulated

(observed) changes are 1 K (1 K decade21) for temperature and 1 m s21 (1 m s21 decade21) for zonal wind. Dotted lines indicate

negative values and the zero contour is omitted. Shading denotes regions where p values of the simulated differences are #0.1 (light

shading) and #0.05 (dark shading). An indication of the latitudinal position of the midlatitude jet’s climatological state is given by

displaying the simulated (observed) average zonal mean zonal wind at 25 m s21 for the 24-yr preozone hole model run (ERA-40 data for

the period 1979–2001) as the dashed contour.
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For the model difference results, this response does not

fully develop until the decay stage. During the decay

stage the zonal wind changes in the troposphere show

persistence, in contrast to further weakening of the lower-

stratospheric circulation. In fact, both the model and

observed changes show the poleward shift of the tropo-

spheric jet persisting into much of January (not shown).

The marked similarity between the model and the ob-

served changes 1) confirms that the strengthening of the

circumpolar winds from the stratosphere down to the

surface over recent decades is primarily in response to

ozone depletion, and 2) suggests that investigation of the

dynamical characteristics of the model changes will pro-

vide some insight into the actual mechanisms involved.

Figure 3 shows model differences of the actual zonal

wind tendency ›u/›t, the wave driving, the MMC

driving, and the net driving for the onset, growth, de-

cline, and decay stages. Superimposed difference vec-

tors display the EP flux and the MMC. To compensate

for the exaggerated vertical axis in the figures, the hor-

izontal component of the vectors is scaled by a factor a 5

0.004 41, which is equal to the vertical distance (m) di-

vided by the horizontal distance spanned by the figures

(Palmer 1981). Figure 4 shows model differences of the

EP flux and its divergence divided into contributions

from planetary waves (i.e., wavenumbers 1–4) and syn-

optic waves (i.e., wavenumbers 5 and higher) for the

various stages. Figure 4 also shows model differences of

the tropospheric maximum Eady growth rate. To di-

agnose the wave driving further, Fig. 5 subdivides the

planetary- and synoptic-scale EP flux divergences into

their horizontal and vertical components.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but showing the simulated changes of (first column) (actual) zonal wind tendency, (second column) wave driving, (third

column) MMC driving, and (fourth column) net driving. The contours for the zonal wind tendency and net driving changes are 60.1, 0.2,

0.3, . . . m s21 day21. The contours for the wave driving and MMC driving changes are 60.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, . . . m s21 day21. Dashed lines

indicate negative values (westward acceleration) and the zero contour is omitted. Shading denotes regions where the p values of the changes

are #0.1 (light shading) and #0.05 (dark shading). Simulated changes of the EP flux vectors (arrows with reference vector 2.0 3 105 m3 s22)

and MMC (arrows with reference vector 1.0 mm s21) are superimposed on the wave driving and MMC driving plots, respectively. Thick

arrows indicate vector differences with p values #0.05.
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To understand the changes in both planetary and

synoptic-scale wave propagation, Fig. 6 shows model

differences of n2
s for stationary zonal wave 1 (s 5 1, c 5

0 m s21) and for zonal wave 6 and eastward phase speed

of 5 m s21 (s 5 6, c 5 5 m s21) for each of the various

stages. To aid interpretation of the planetary wave dif-

ferences, Fig. 6 also shows values for the 24-yr averaged

preozone hole and ozone hole runs. For planetary

waves, we justify computing n2
s based on stationary zonal

wave 1 [referred to as n2
(s51)] as Randel (1988) revealed

from EP flux cross sections that this dominated the

planetary wave driving throughout the SH stratosphere

during October. However, it is noted that n2
s for the

other planetary waves that are characterized by nonzero

phase speeds may differ substantially from that of n2
(s51),

particularly when the zonal flow is relatively weak such

as during late spring and early summer. For synoptic

waves, we simply chose zonal wave 6 as being repre-

sentative and used time–longitude lag-correlation di-

agrams (Randel 1988) to estimate that at 508S and

300 hPa (i.e., in the upper troposphere) they exhibited

an eastward phase speed of about 5 m s21 over the final

two stages. Note that the method of Randel (1988), in

which the zonal phase speed is indicated by the slope in

time of the maximum negative or positive correlation

coefficients, was unable to determine with any certainty

whether the wave-6 phase speed was appreciably dif-

ferent between the preozone hole and ozone hole runs.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but showing the simulated changes of (left) planetary-scale and (middle) synoptic-

scale wave driving. The contours for the changes in wave driving are 60.2, 0.4, 0.8, . . . m s21 day21.

Dashed lines indicate negative values (westward acceleration) and the zero contour is omitted. Shading

denotes regions where the p values of the changes are #0.1 (light shading) and #0.05 (dark shading).

Changes in planetary- and synoptic-scale EP flux vectors (arrows with reference vector 2.0 3 105 m3 s22)

are superimposed on the appropriate wave driving plots. Thick arrows indicate vector differences with

p values #0.05. (right) The simulated changes in the tropospheric sE (day21). Latitudes at which the

p values for sE are #0.05 are indicated by thick sections of the line.
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Examination of the main features of these results, and

their similarity to the dynamical mechanisms outlined

above, now follows. The model differences in the lower

stratosphere will be examined first, followed by the

troposphere.

a. Lower-stratosphere model differences

During the onset stage the model difference of the

actual zonal wind tendency shows eastward acceleration

in the lower stratosphere, consistent with the strength-

ening of the zonal wind (Fig. 2). The upward (down-

ward) EP flux poleward (equatorward) of 608S indicates

a strengthening (weakening) of wave activity in the

lower stratosphere (Fig. 3) that is almost entirely due to

planetary waves (Fig. 4). The accompanying difference

in wave driving is eastward, consistent with the actual

zonal wind tendency, and drives an equatorward MMC

in the lower stratosphere. The associated westward ac-

celeration partially offsets the eastward acceleration of

the wave driving. The resulting net eastward driving in

the lower stratosphere agrees in pattern but is slightly

larger in amplitude (by about 0.1 m s21 day21) com-

pared to the actual zonal wind tendency (Fig. 3).

During this stage the differences in n2
(s51) equatorward

of 608S shows a reduction in the lower stratosphere and

an increase below it (Fig. 6), consistent with the anom-

alous propagation of planetary wave activity following

the gradient of n2
(s51) toward regions of refraction max-

imum. Poleward of 608S shows an increase of n2
(s51) in

the lower stratosphere, consistent with the anomalous

propagation of planetary wave activity toward regions of

positive n2
(s51). Detailed examination (not shown) shows

that these differences in n2
(s51) are mainly accounted for

by the first term on the rhs of (3) involving q
f

/a(u 2 c)

(i.e., the meridional gradient of potential vorticity and

the mean background wind). Following Simpson et al.

(2009) the differences in this term can be expanded in

terms of the contribution from the changes in q
f

only

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but showing the simulated changes of (first and second columns) planetary-scale and (third and fourth columns)

synoptic-scale horizontal and vertical components of the EP flux divergence. The contours are 60.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, . . . m s21 day21. Shading

denotes regions where the p values of the changes are #0.1 (light shading) and #0.05 (dark shading).
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[by calculating the differences in q
f

/a(u 2 c) using the

preozone hole values of u], the changes in u only

[by calculating the differences in q
f

/a(u 2 c) using the

preozone hole values of q
f

], and a small nonlinear

residual. Comparison between these terms showed that

most of the differences in q
f

/a(u 2 c) are explained by

the changes in q
f

. Further examination of the rhs of (4)

showed that the differences in q
f

are due to both the

second term (which is influenced by the meridional

curvature of the zonal wind) and the third term (which

is influenced by the vertical curvature of the vertical

shear and vertical curvature of the vertical tempera-

ture gradient).

During the growth stage the change in eastward zonal

wind tendency strengthens in the lower stratosphere

(Fig. 3), in agreement with the strengthening of the

zonal wind down to the tropopause (Fig. 2). The strength-

ening of the anomalous downward planetary wave EP flux

causes both 1) increased EP flux divergence and associated

eastward wave driving throughout the lower stratosphere,

consistent with the actual zonal wind tendency, and 2)

increased equatorward MMC and associated westward

acceleration (Figs. 3 and 4). The downward propagation

is clearly being driven by the vertical component of the

planetary wave EP flux divergence (Fig. 5). The result-

ing net eastward driving in the lower stratosphere agrees

broadly in amplitude and pattern with the actual zonal

wind tendency (Fig. 3).

During this stage the differences in n2
(s51) equatorward

of around 558S show a further reduction in the lower

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 2, but showing the simulated changes of the square of refractive index for (third column) n2
(s51) (wave 1, stationary) and

(fourth column) n2
(s56) (wave 6, eastward phase speed of about 5 m s21). Also shown are the 24-yr averaged n2

(s51) for (first column)

preozone hole and (second column) ozone hole runs to aid interpretation of the planetary wave differences. Contours are 65, 10, 20, 40, 80

for the long-term averages and intervals are 2 for their difference. Dashed lines indicate negative values. The statistical significance has

been shown for the differences, with shading denoting regions where p values are #0.1 (light shading) and #0.05 (dark shading). Note that

regions where either the preozone hole or ozone hole n2
s values are negative are masked in the corresponding difference fields.
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stratosphere (Fig. 6), consistent with a strengthening of

its downward gradient and with the increase in anoma-

lous downward planetary wave EP flux. Detailed ex-

amination (not shown) shows that these differences in

n2
(s51) are again accounted for by the term q

f
/a(u 2 c),

and that the differences in this term are explained by

changes in q
f

. Further examination of the rhs of (4)

showed that both the second and third terms contributed

to the differences in q
f

.

During the decline stage the zonal wind tendency

change reverses to westward in the lower stratosphere

(Fig. 3), in agreement with the weakening of the strength-

ened eastward winds (Fig. 2). The anomalous EP flux is

upward and slightly poleward, dominated by planetary

waves, and indicate a strengthening of wave activity in

the lower stratosphere above approximately 100 hPa.

This causes increased EP flux convergence and associ-

ated westward wave driving in a region approximately

poleward of 608S and above 100 hPa, and increased EP

flux divergence and associated eastward wave driving in

a broad region below (Figs. 3 and 4). These changes are

largely driven by the vertical component of the plane-

tary wave EP flux divergence (Fig. 5). This difference in

wave forcing drives a poleward (equatorward) MMC in

the region of convergence (divergence). The resulting net

driving is westward and agrees in pattern but is slightly

larger in amplitude (by about 20.1 m s21 day21) com-

pared to the actual zonal wind tendency (Fig. 3).

During this stage the differences in n2
(s51) show an

increase in the lower stratosphere at around 608S, which

slopes upward from high to low latitudes, and a re-

duction equatorward of this (see Fig. 6, although only

the increase is statistically significant), consistent with

the anomalous upward and slightly poleward planetary

wave EP flux. Detailed examination (not shown) shows

that these differences in n2
(s51) are again mainly accounted

for by changes in q
f

, and that the differences in this term

are largely explained by the third term on the rhs of (4),

which is influenced by the vertical curvature of the ver-

tical shear and vertical curvature of the vertical temper-

ature gradient.

During the decay stage the zonal wind tendency

weakens in the lower stratosphere but remains westward

(Fig. 3), in agreement with further weakening of the

anomalously strong eastward winds (Fig. 2). The EP flux

differences are still dominated by planetary waves but

are now oriented more upward, slightly reduced, and

apparent throughout the lower stratosphere. This results

in a significant region of slightly weaker EP flux con-

vergence and poleward MMC (Figs. 3 and 4). These

changes are largely driven by the vertical component of

the planetary wave EP flux divergence (Fig. 5). The re-

sulting net westward driving in the lower stratosphere

agrees in amplitude but is slightly broader in pattern

compared to the actual zonal wind tendency (Fig. 3).

During this stage the differences in n2
(s51) are broadly

similar to those of the previous stage (Fig. 6) and consis-

tent with the changes in planetary wave EP flux (Fig. 4).

b. Troposphere model differences

During the decline stage, the changes in the strato-

spheric flow begin to propagate downward into the

troposphere (Fig. 2). The zonal wind tendency changes

during this stage show a dipole pattern in the tropo-

sphere with eastward acceleration between 508 and 608S

and westward acceleration at around 408S (Fig. 3).

Poleward of around 608S the EP flux shows enhanced

upward propagation below about 500 hPa followed by

poleward propagation between approximately 500 and

200 hPa, which are due to planetary waves. This results

in a region of EP flux divergence in the lower tropo-

sphere and a region of convergence in the upper tro-

posphere at high latitudes (Figs. 3 and 4). This vertical

dipole in planetary-scale wave driving is largely due

to the vertical component of the EP flux divergence

(Fig. 5). By contrast, the anomalous poleward propaga-

tion of planetary wave activity gives rise to a horizontal

dipole in the upper troposphere, with westward forcing

between 708 and 808S and eastward forcing between 608

and 708S (Fig. 5). Equatorward of 608S, the results show

analogous differences due to synoptic waves. However,

here the enhanced upward propagation in the tropo-

sphere is followed by equatorward propagation in the

upper troposphere, although only the total (i.e., synoptic

plus planetary-scale) EP flux is statistically significant

and not the synoptic wave EP flux. As seen for the

planetary waves, these propagation characteristics result

in a region of divergence in the lower troposphere and

convergence in the upper troposphere, which is largely

driven by the vertical component of the EP flux di-

vergence. The horizontal component of the synoptic

wave EP flux divergence gives a horizontal dipole in the

upper troposphere, with eastward forcing between 508

and 608S and westward forcing at around 408S. It is noted

that the enhanced upward synoptic EP fluxes from the

lower boundary coincide with latitudes of increased

tropospheric sE, although the change in sE is not sta-

tistically significant (Fig. 4). These changes in wave

forcing drives a poleward MMC with associated east-

ward driving in the upper troposphere, and a returning

equatorward MMC with associated westward driving in

the lower troposphere. The resulting net driving in the

troposphere agrees in amplitude and pattern with the

zonal wind tendency (Fig. 3).

During this stage the differences in n2
(s56) in the upper

troposphere at around 408S show a horizontal dipole
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resulting in an increased equatorward gradient of n2
(s56)

(Fig. 6). This change is consistent with the increased

equatorward synoptic wave EP flux. Detailed examina-

tion (not shown) shows that these differences in n2
(s56)

are mainly accounted for by changes in q
f

, and that the

differences in this term are largely explained by the

second term on the rhs of (4), which is influenced by

horizontal curvature of the horizontal shear (i.e., baro-

tropic shear).

During the decay stage, the zonal wind tendency

changes show eastward acceleration in the troposphere

at a latitude slightly poleward of its location during the

decline stage (Fig. 3), in agreement with the dipole

pattern in the troposphere and consistent with a pole-

ward shift of the midlatitude jet (Fig. 2). A region of

westward acceleration also occurs at lower latitudes but

is not apparent in the plot as its amplitude is smaller than

the minimum contour interval of 0.1 m s21 day21 (Fig.

3). The anomalous EP flux shows a region of flux di-

vergence in the middle and upper troposphere, flanked

either side by regions of convergence (although only the

upward and equatorward EP flux is statistically signifi-

cant). The change in planetary wave EP flux is not sta-

tistically significant, but the associated change in planetary

wave EP flux divergence is. They show anomalous

downward planetary wave EP flux between 508 and 608S

(Fig. 4), which results in regions of divergence in the

upper troposphere and convergence below, and anom-

alous poleward planetary wave EP flux in the upper

troposphere between around 408 and 608S, which results

in a tripole of wave forcing (Fig. 5). The changes to the

synoptic wave EP flux are similar to those of the pre-

vious stage but amplified (although only the anomalous

equatorward EP flux is statistically significant). It is

noted that the resulting horizontal dipole in the upper

troposphere produced by the equatorward synoptic

wave EP flux is significantly amplified compared to

the previous stage, with the region of eastward forcing

considerably strengthened and displaced poleward (Fig. 5).

It is also noticed that sE has increased appreciably at

around 608S and decreased at around 408S, with these

changes in baroclinicity matching the dipole structure of

the anomalous zonal wind (Fig. 2). The increase in up-

ward synoptic wave EP flux from the lower boundary

coincides with the source of enhanced baroclinicity. The

resulting net driving in the troposphere shows a dipole

pattern which is displaced poleward from its location

during the decline stage. The eastward region of net

driving agrees in amplitude and pattern with the zonal

wind tendency. The westward region of net driving is

slightly larger than the zonal wind tendency.

During this stage the differences in n2
(s56) in the upper

troposphere at around 408S show the equatorward

gradient strengthening, consistent with the amplification

of the equatorward synoptic wave EP flux. Detailed

examination (not shown) shows again that these differ-

ences in n2
(s56) are mainly accounted for by changes in

q
f

, and that the differences in this term are largely ex-

plained by the second term on the rhs of (4).

It is noted that the eastward regions of net driving and

zonal wind tendency during the decay stage are signifi-

cant at the p # 0.05 level. Areas significant at this level

would by chance be expected to appear in 1/20 of the total

area of the plots, which is approximately the size of the

area occupied by these regions. Reinforcement of their

importance is, however, provided by the observation

that they are dynamically consistent with clearly signif-

icant differences in EP flux, wave driving, and MMC

driving.

4. Summary and discussion

It is found, consistent with other modeling studies

(e.g., Gillett and Thompson 2003), that stratospheric

ozone depletion results in an anomalous strengthening

of the SH circumpolar flow from the lower stratosphere

to the surface. The response in our model is broadly in

agreement with the observed changes (e.g., Thompson

and Solomon 2002), allowing the dynamics of the actual

mechanisms involved to be explored by examining those

in the model. The results demonstrate that two positive

feedback processes operate: one involving a reduction in

the upward propagation of planetary waves, which is

important for the downward propagation in the strato-

sphere, and the second involving changes to the synoptic-

scale eddy fluxes of heat and momentum responsible

for driving the tropospheric annular modes, which is

important for the poleward displacement of the mid-

latitude jet. It is noted that the sum of the zonal wind

forcings induced individually by these processes is in

broad quantitative agreement with the actual zonal wind

tendency.

Taking the stratospheric response first, our findings

are suggestive that the (radiative) strengthening of the

vortex as a result of ozone depletion conditions the

vortex so that, during the onset stage of the seasonal

evolution of the ozone hole, fewer planetary waves

propagate up from the troposphere. This reduction of

wave activity in the stratosphere causes a decrease in

the wave-driven deceleration of the polar vortex, resulting

in its acceleration. This initiates a feedback in which

fewer planetary waves propagate up at successively

lower altitudes, further drawing the decrease in wave-

driven deceleration and the associated strengthened

winds downward toward the tropopause (during the

growth stage). This change is primarily driven by the
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vertical convergence of EP flux. The positive feedback

between the strengthened vortex and the propagation of

planetary waves is consistent with the findings of Chen

and Robinson (1992), who showed that increased vertical

shear in the lower stratosphere and tropopause region

reduces how much planetary wave activity in the tropo-

sphere can propagate into the stratosphere. The down-

ward propagation of zonal mean wind anomalies in the

stratosphere by the vertical convergence of EP flux has

been shown previously (Kuroda and Kodera 1999;

Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Christiansen 2001).

It should be noted that the strengthening of the anom-

alous colder temperatures in the polar lower stratosphere

during the onset and growth stages (Fig. 2) is incon-

sistent with the stronger wave-driven downwelling and

associated adiabatic warming over the pole (Fig. 3). This

implies that the direct radiative cooling of the strato-

sphere caused by ozone depletion still dominates the

temperature tendency during these stages, and by ex-

tension that changes in the actual zonal wind tendency

are the result of both wave and radiative driving (i.e., we

do not unambiguously suggest that the changes in the

lower stratosphere are entirely the result of wave driv-

ing). However, the contributions of radiative versus

dynamical processes to the temperature differences

were not examined here but will be the subject of future

study. Furthermore, the increase in downwelling over

the pole that largely characterizes these two stages ap-

pears to be inconsistent with the eastward wave driving

in the lower stratosphere, which would typically be as-

sociated with a weakening of the Brewer–Dobson cir-

culation (i.e., a reduction in downwelling over the pole).

This suggests that increased wave driving at levels above

30 hPa—which following the ‘‘downward control’’

principle (Haynes et al. 1991) controls the circulation

lower down—is important. This discrepancy will also be

the subject of future study. Moreover, the residual be-

tween the actual zonal wind tendency and the net driv-

ing suggests that a component of westward (negative)

acceleration of the vortex is required in addition to the

net driving. It is plausible that this missing driver is due

to unresolved smaller-scale forcing, as identified by the

third term on the rhs of (1). Here, a westward acceler-

ation could be explained by an increase in wave driving

resulting from increased critical level filtering of gravity

waves in response to the stronger vortex winds (e.g.,

Manzini et al. 2003).

Turning to the tropospheric response, our findings are

suggestive of enhanced baroclinic activity (during the

decay and decline stages), as indicated by upward syn-

optic wave EP flux anomalies (increased poleward heat

flux), followed by an equatorward propagation of the

eddy activity (increased poleward momentum flux) in

the upper troposphere. This is consistent with the eddy–

zonal flow interaction required to drive the anomalous

midlatitude jet poleward, associated with the positive

phase of the SAM (e.g., Karoly 1990; Robinson 1991). A

feedback mechanism is evident whereby an increase in

low-level baroclinicity, and the subsequent generation

of baroclinic activity, is collocated with the anomalous

midlatitude jet, inducing enhanced eddy–zonal flow in-

teraction that acts to reinforce the jet and thus preserve

the eastward shear (during the decay stage) (e.g.,

Robinson 1996, 2000; Lorenz and Hartmann 2001). As

the dipole pattern in anomalous zonal wind strengthens

because of the poleward shift of the midlatitude jet, the

strengthening barotropic shear increasingly refracts the

wave activity equatorward, which results in poleward

momentum transport (Simpson et al. 2009, 2012). The

patterns in the eddy fluxes are consistent with the LC1

baroclinic life cycle found when anticyclonic shear

dominates, which is characterized by anomalously

strong anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking on the equa-

torward side of the midlatitude jet (Thorncroft et al.

1993). Additionally, the anomalous midlatitude jet is

maintained against surface friction near the surface by

a poleward directed MMC and its accompanying east-

ward acceleration (during the decay stage) (Hartmann

and Lo 1998). It is noted that the suggested mechanism is

consistent with the following observed summer trends

during recent decades: 1) an increase in baroclinicity at

high latitudes (Castanheira et al. 2009) and 2) an increase

in anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking on the equator-

ward side of the midlatitude jet (Wang and Magnusdottir

2011). The poleward displacement of the tropospheric

midlatitude jet by changes to the eddy fluxes of heat and

momentum was suggested previously as the method by

which the effects of stratospheric ozone depletion can

influence the SH tropospheric circulation (Hartmann

et al. 2000; Thompson et al. 2011).

The results suggest that the vertical dipole in plane-

tary wave driving at high latitudes provides the method

by which the strengthened stratospheric vortex is ini-

tially coupled to the tropospheric response (during the

decline stage). Friction damps the winds at the surface

so that the eastward planetary wave acceleration as-

sociated with the divergence increases the vertical

shear in the zonal wind which enhances the low-level

baroclinicity. The importance of planetary waves in

this role was also suggested by Song and Robinson

(2004) (compare Fig. 4c of Song and Robinson with

the planetary wave driving during the decline stage in

Figs. 4 and 5 herein). A plausible explanation for this

anomalous planetary wave EP flux is that the strength-

ening of the lower-stratospheric wind results in the

trapping of planetary wave activity in the troposphere,
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as suggested by Chen and Robinson (1992) and Song

and Robinson (2004). An alternate explanation is that

during the period of ozone depletion, the anomalous

strong and long-lasting (delayed breakup) stratospheric

vortex results in the increased reflection of planetary

wave activity by the stratosphere back down to the tro-

posphere (Perlwitz and Harnik 2003; Shaw et al. 2011).

Song and Robinson (2004) and Kushner and Polvani

(2004) suggest that the strengthened stratospheric vor-

tex could couple to the troposphere by inducing MMC

circulations that extend down to the surface. In turn,

the changes in vertical motion can increase the local

near-surface meridional temperature gradient and thus

trigger the transient-eddy feedback responsible for

anomalous annular mode variability. However, it was

difficult to determine from our results the importance

of this response.

Our results suggest that the equatorward propagation

of synoptic waves in the upper troposphere, which is

important in producing the poleward shift of the mid-

latitude jet, results from the changes in meridional shear

altering the refractive index (Simpson et al. 2009, 2012).

By contrast, Chen and Held (2007) argued that the

strengthening of the lower-stratospheric wind increases

the eastward phase speed of the synoptic eddies and

hence the latitude of subtropical wave breaking shifts

the pattern of eddy momentum flux convergence pole-

ward. However, our analysis using the time–longitude

lag-correlation diagrams of Randel (1988) was not suf-

ficiently accurate to determine with any certainty

whether the zonal phase speed of synoptic-scale waves

increased between the preozone hole and ozone hole

simulations.

The results also explain the delay in the breakup of the

strengthened lower-stratospheric vortex. The increase in

the propagation of planetary waves into the stratosphere

during the decline and decay stages causes an increase in

the wave-driven deceleration of the polar vortex [also

shown by McLandress et al. (2010)] responsible for the

weakening of the strengthened vortex and its subsequent

delayed breakup. In this case, the weakening of the

anomalously cold temperatures (Fig. 2) is consistent with

the stronger wave-driven downwelling and associated

adiabatic warming over the pole (Fig. 3). It should be

noted that the residual between the actual zonal wind

tendency and the net driving during these stages suggests

that a component of eastward (positive) acceleration of

the vortex is required in addition to the net driving. This

is consistent with radiative cooling of the polar strato-

sphere still being important (albeit diminished).

It is noted that the local maximum in refractive index

difference in the lower stratosphere during the decline

and decay stages is consistent with a larger refractive

index ‘‘cavity’’ (i.e., the region of positive refractive in-

dex bounded by a critical layer). This is most apparent

by examining the actual refractive index values for the

preozone hole and ozone hole simulations (Fig. 6), with

the ozone hole simulation showing the cavity extending

farther upward and poleward (this is readily apparent at

608S). This change is due to the later breakup of the

polar vortex in the ozone hole simulation (Fig. 7), which

represents itself by the delayed descent of zonal-wind jet

maximum and a delay in the appearance of westward

winds (i.e., an upward shift of the zero-wind line).

Perlwitz and Harnik (2003) show that a critical layer

is generally located above the jet maximum in the lower

stratosphere; that is, it is sensitive to the vertical curva-

ture of u. Therefore, a consequence of the delayed de-

scent of the jet maximum is a delay in the descent of

the critical layer (i.e., a larger refractive index cavity).

A key implication of this is that the upward shift in the

zero-wind line is not directly responsible for the in-

crease in lower-stratospheric upward planetary wave

propagation.

FIG. 7. Time–height cross section of the simulated 24-yr averaged zonal mean zonal wind at 608S for (left) the preozone hole model run

and (middle) the ozone hole model run, and (right) their difference. Contour interval is 5 m s21. Tick marks on the ordinate axis denote

the beginning of the respective months. The statistical significance is not shown for these changes as it is demonstrated in Fig. 2 that

differences in zonal mean zonal wind are significant at the p # 0.05 level.
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These findings will facilitate improved understanding

of the response to Antarctic ozone depletion (Eyring

et al. 2006) and better prediction of future changes in

strength of tropospheric westerlies (Son et al. 2008) and

of the associated impact on the regional tropospheric

SH climate. These findings also contribute to a better

understanding of how stratospheric forcing from other

mechanisms, such as changing solar activity (Haigh

et al. 2005; Simpson et al. 2009) or changes in water

vapor (Maycock et al. 2012), is able to influence the

troposphere.
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